
TOWER/SIDE CHAPEL - Option A
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Servery within a timber paneled

enclosure with doors.

Low level mobile counter.

Stone floor raised to accommodate

underfloor heating and to reduce the

level change externally. Existing

stones relaid.

Path reduced  with gentle ramp formed

to allow level access. Including a

drainage channel at the door.

Stone flagged access ramp with metal

handrails.

Grave slabs taken up and reset

vertically against the wall below the

window cill level.

Glass screen with double doors to

create a draught lobby. The lobby is

to be capped with a ceiling set below

the window cill level.

Toilet and store set within a timber

paneled enclosure set below the

window cill level.
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Toilet and store set within a timber

paneled enclosure set below the

window cill level.

Glass screen with double doors to

create a draught lobby. The lobby is

to be capped with a ceiling set below

the window cill level.

Stone flagged access ramp with metal

handrails.

Low level mobile counter.Stone floor raised to accommodate

underfloor heating and to reduce the

level change externally. Existing

stones relaid.
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Blanchland Abbey Project

PROS

 Level access is provided.

 Draught reduction.

 WC provision.

 The side chapel is opened up and

integrated into the main space, so

the arches and windows can be

fully appreciated.

 The stone grave slabs will be

protected from further wearing.

 A dedicated Heritage space is

provided.

 The servery is located in the

event space.

CONS

 No separate meeting room.

 The Tower space is divided by

the new lobby.

 The side chapel is divided

 There are minimal kitchen

facilities.


